Bacon ipsum dolor amet shoulder jowl tri-tip ribeye pastrami, flank bacon ham shankle tail beef ribs frankfurter beef andouille tongue. T-bone pork pork belly shoulder jowl strip steak ribeye, bresaola pork loin andouille sausage. Ham chuck boudin, Shank kevin landjaeger pancetta shankle pastrami jowl venison chicken pig meatball. Turkey picahna bacon chuck cupim flank. Short loin shankle pork loin drumstick t-bone.


**Commit History**

- [text-01.diff](#) (633 bytes) - added by jdoe 7 weeks ago.

**Attachments**

- [text-01.diff](#)

**Change History**

- Milestone changed from Awaiting Review to 5.0

**Ticket ID Number**

When commenting please use the format #ticket_id to automatically create a link between tickets.

**Type**

- a) Defect (bug): There's something wrong and it needs to be fixed.
- b) Enhancements: An existing feature could use this improvement, like an additional hook or other modification.
- c) Feature requests: This is a new item not currently represented in WordPress core or another Trac ticket.
- d) Tasks (blessed): This option won't appear when filing a new ticket. This status is only given to a ticket if a feature team has accepted it for development (hence, "blessed").

**Milestone**

This is set to "Awaiting Review" by default. Once accepted for development, this will be set to the specific version number slated for release. Only trusted core contributors can set a milestone.

**Severity**

Normal, major, minor, trivial, critical, or blocker. Only trusted core contributors have the ability to modify the severity.

**Component**

Which specific part of the project are we working on? For a more detailed definition of each component, please read: https://make.wordpress.org/core/components/

**Focuses**

Optional when creating a ticket. This indicates if a ticket is relevant to an area that encompasses multiple WordPress components. Options are: ui, accessibility, javascript, docs, rtl,

**Priority**

How quickly this issue should be addressed. Options are: normal, low, high, lowest, or highest omg bbs. Unless you have discussed a different status with a trusted core contributor.

**Version (for bugs)**

The earliest known version of WordPress affected by this bug. You should not change this.

**Keywords**

These are like tags, used to track the current status of the ticket and required next steps. This will change as work progresses. For more definition of the available choices, refer to: https://make.wordpress.org/core/handbook/contribute/trac#keywords/

**Description**

The heart of the ticket. Please be as thorough and specific as possible. If this is a bug, include steps to reproduce the issue and what you expected to happen.

**Attachments**

Add additional info, like screenshots, new patches or diff files for patches.

**Change History**

This is where the conversation happens! This is open by default and you should read it all the way through before you begin.